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In our Feature Column, Katinka 
Allender brings us a round-up 
of views from different industry 
personalities across the globe on 
what the industry can expect in 
2023. We also chat with lighting 
designer Durham Marenghi 
about his design concept and 
challenges for the 2022 FIFA 
World Cup opening ceremony 
lighting design. Post Malone’s 

maiden India concert featured a World-class Sound-light-
visual spectacle. The American rapper had his first concert 
in India on December 10 at Mahalaxmi Race Course in 
Mumbai, which was everything the audience dreamt of. Enjoy 
the read.
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NEWS

ams OSRAM Signs Agreement to Sell its Entertainment 
Lighting Business Claypaky to ARRI AG

GLOBAL: ams OSRAM (SIX: AMS), a global leader in 
optical solutions, has announced that it has entered into 
a definitive agreement to sell its Claypaky entertainment 
lighting business to Germany based ARRI AG.  The 
transaction is subject to customary closing conditions. 

Claypaky, established in 1976 and acquired by 
OSRAM in 2014, is headquartered in Seriate, Italy 
and is recognized as a leading global provider and 
worldwide reference brand in the professional high-
end entertainment lighting market. Claypaky has 
strengthened its technology leadership through LED- 
and Laser based portfolio extensions, and offers an 
innovative, award-winning portfolio of moving body and 
moving mirror projectors, colour-changers, followspots, 
projectors and various lighting effects. Claypaky is a 
leading partner for the world’s most renowned shows, 
global events, and theaters.  

ARRI AG, headquartered in Munich, Germany, is a 
leading designer and manufacturer of camera and 
lighting systems as well as system solutions for the 
film, broadcast, and media industries, with a worldwide 
distribution and service network.

“The acquisition of Claypaky is a strategic, long-term 
investment into our lighting business,” said ARRI CEO 

Dr Matthias Erb. “Claypaky enjoys premium recognition 
in the entertainment lighting market while ARRI is 
recognized as a premium manufacturer in motion picture 
and broadcast lighting. This premium position of the two 
brands shows, that both companies are an ideal match 
and can further expand their respective businesses 
under the unified parent company.”

Dr Wilhelm Nehring, EVP Business Unit Digital at ams 
OSRAM commented: “ARRI AG is an ideal new home for 
the Claypaky team in Seriate and all around the world. 
ARRI’s global footprint, strong technology track record 
and market understanding will offer a very attractive 
long-term perspective for Claypaky and their customers.”

“We are very happy to be joining the ARRI family. Both 
companies have a leading position in their field, thanks 
to a deep market knowledge, innovation power and 
customer understanding. Together with ARRI, we will 
continue to deliver on our vision – to create the best in 
class lighting equipment, services and offer world level 
reference products to an even broader customer base,” 
said Marcus Graser, managing director of Claypaky. 

ARRI AG

Claypaky

MARCUS
GRASER
FROM
CLAYPAKY

DR.MATTH
IAS ERB
FROM
ARRI AG
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NEWS

KV2 Headlines West Lake Music Festival with VHD5

CHINA: The much-anticipated 13th edition of the 
popular West Lake Music Festival returned to the 
picturesque Prince Bay Park in Hangzhou, China after 
being postponed due to the pandemic. Music fans 
were more than ready to make the most of three days of 
China’s highest-profile rock and pop acts. 

With over 10,000 festival-goers attending each day, West 
Lake remains one of the most important music festivals 
in China, and the 2022 edition was no exception. Full-
service production technology specialists D&S Stage 
Technology – the largest rental company in Zhejiang 
Province, China – was responsible for supplying all of 
the FoH equipment for the festival. Having road-tested 
KV2’s flagship VHD5 high-definition Constant Power 
point source system for the first time at last year’s event 
with great success, the company had no hesitation in 
specifying it for 2022.

D&S owner, Wang, made a special trip down to KV2’s 
Chinese distributor, AVMedia, to experience the VHD5 
system for himself in an outdoor setting and understand 
more about setup procedures. 

“They’d already attended a number of demonstrations 
and been impressed by what they heard, but they really 
wanted to see how it performed on a large event,” 
explained Jason Shi from AVMedia. “West Lake music 
festival provided the perfect opportunity. Needless to 

say, it was a resounding success – the comments from 
all the engineers who used the system were unanimously 
positive - so it was an easy decision to use it again this 
year.”

Tony, a renowned audio consultant who made a special 
trip to Hangzhou last year to experience the system, 
was delighted by what he heard. “This was my best 
outdoor performance experience in years,” he said. 
“It completely reinvigorated my experience of music 
festivals and enabled me to enjoy the experience like 
never before.”

The main PA comprised L/R hangs of a single VHD5.0 
mid-hi unit supplemented by 3 x VHD8.10 low-mids and 
an SL412 acting as downfill. The low end was handled 
by a cardioid array of 6 x VHD4.21A (active) subwoofers 
which also powered a further 6 x VHD4.21P (passive) 
subwoofers. Front fill was provided by a pair of VHD1.0s 
whilst an ES1.0 combined with an ES1.8 sub formed the 
monitor system along with 12 x ESM12 stage monitors. 
Power and processing throughout were provided by the 
appropriate KV2 device.

“The system performed exactly as we expected,” noted 
Wang. “We were extremely impressed by our experience 
last year – many people remarked that the sound was 
a considerable improvement over previous years – so 
there was no question of using anything else for 2022. 
It’s hard to believe that point source technology can 
cover such large distances effectively and with so much 
clarity and definition – but that’s exactly what VHD5 does 
and with virtually no EQ or anything else. It sounds good 
straight out of the box.”

KV2/VHD5.0

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.kv2audio.com/products/vhd5/vhd50-mid-hi-module.html
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NEWS

Creative Technology Relies on Brompton Tessera S8 
LED processors for LoL Championship

SINGAPORE: Creative Technology (CT), part of the 
NEP Group, supports its clients around the world with 
32 offices in 17 countries. In line with the company’s 
goal to always deliver bigger, better and more exciting 
results than expected to its thousands of customers, CT 
APAC recently added Tessera S8 LED processors to its 
existing Brompton Technology inventory. 

“Perfect for high-profile projects that do not require large 
output capacity”, CT chose Tessera S8 LED processors 
for the flexibility of Brompton’s industry-leading Tessera 
feature set and easy-to-use software. Powering ROE 
Visual’s DM2, 2.6mm pixel pitch LED panels, the Tessera 
S8 delivered “exceptional contrast, brightness, and an 
ultra-realistic visual experience.”

“Brompton Technology has always been highly thought 
of in the industry, and with in-camera productions 
growing rapidly in the last couple of years, it made 

complete sense to capitalise on the opportunity and 
invest in Tessera LED processors,” said Juay Minghee, 
operations director at CT Singapore. 

Adding, “Brompton’s presence in the APAC region and 
the company’s pro-active engagement with our team 
in Singapore has already been beneficial. Brompton’s 
industry-renowned 24/7 customer support also gave us 
confidence in our investment. We know there will always 
be someone from Brompton’s team available to answer 
our questions should we need their support.” 

The new inventory has already been deployed on two 
high-profile, internationally broadcast esports events 
hosted by Riot Games, bringing the most advanced 
processing power and unrivalled image reproduction to 
their LED video setup.

 ©CT Singapore 

http://www.e-techasia.com
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“For League of Legends: Mid-Season Invitational in 
Busan, South Korea, we deployed a system that uses 
over 300 ROE Visual DM2.6 panels together with three 
Tessera S8s in various configurations such as nine sets 
of window-like design, each measuring 1m wide by 2.5m 
high, and a breakout design overhanging the players 
and measuring approximately 8m wide by 4m high,” 
Minghee explains.

CT then immediately shipped both screen and 
processors to Singapore for another Riot Games event, 
the first-ever Wild Rift Icons Global Championship. 
Originally planned to be hosted in Madrid, the event 
was moved to Singapore’s Suntec Convention and 
Exhibition centre due to Covid-related complications. A 
giant customised LED wall comprising three rectangular 
screens, with wings each measuring 6m wide by 3m 
high, and a player walk-in LED at 9m x 4mH made up of 
ROE Visual DM2.6 panels and powered by Tessera S8 
LED processors, took up key positions around the set. 

“We are extremely grateful to Concom Inc, technical 
producers of Riot Games, for trusting CT to deliver both 
MSI and Wild Rift Icons,” noted Minghee. “Both events 
were a huge success and were watched by millions of 
viewers across the globe. To pull off such incredible 

 ©CT Singapore 
productions wouldn’t have been possible without the 
support of the CT APAC team, our local partners, and 
freelancers. 

“I’ve worked with CT in the UK, US and Australia over 
the years and seen their dedication to delivering client 
projects,” added Luke Hurford, regional technical 
manager (APAC) at Brompton Technology. “It has 
been exciting to work with CT Singapore as they’ve 
successfully deployed their Brompton processing on 
these high-profile events across APAC.”

“Using Tessera S8 LED processors gave us complete 
peace of mind in terms of colour control and the ability 
to deliver a top-notch in-camera visual performance, 
which were the key objectives for both events,” Minghee 
concluded. “We are very pleased with our investment in 
Brompton; the processors have been a breeze to work 
with, and we look forward to using them on many more 
projects.”

Brompton Technology

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.bromptontech.com/
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Renowned Industry Experts join L-Acoustics in Key 
Business Development Roles

GLOBAL: L-Acoustics has unveiled the new Business 
Development team in response to the recent introduction 
of a new Global Sales and Business Development 
organisation. The new L-Acoustics sales organization 
is divided into three divisions under the general 
supervision of L-Acoustics CEO Laurent Vaissié: Sales 
and Sales Operations, which are focused on developing 
regional sales channels; Strategy leadership, which 
is responsible for developing mid- to long-term go-to-
market strategies, key partnerships, resource planning, 
and market intelligence; and Business Development, 
which is focused on commercial expertise and end-user 
outreach in key vertical markets.

L-Acoustics has added two new critical positions to the 
Business Development team. As Director of Business 
Development, Sports Facilities, Olivier Roure will bring 
a global approach to the sports facilities vertical, 
expanding its share within the market. Throughout 
his more than 20-year career, Roure has worked with 
renowned organisations including JBL Professional (a 
Harman Professional Company), QSC LLC, and as an 
independent consultant.

Tim Boot, a renowned industry figure, has joined 
L-Acoustics as business development director for 
Acoustics Solutions. Boot will establish the strategy 
for this expanding new vertical market with a focus on 
the Ambiance Acoustics System. Boot will also identify 
and cultivate important partnerships, define market 
segmentation, and support growth initiatives. He will 
use market and competitor analysis to contribute to 
product creation and enhancement. Boot has worked in 

the sector for more than 30 years, and his experience 
includes audio production, acoustics, design, and 
manufacturing. He is an accomplished businessman 
who most recently worked with Meyer Sound.

The Business Development team will focus on setting 
strategies and roadmaps in five key vertical markets. 
L-Acoustics veteran William Cornell takes the role of 
director, Musicals & Theater, while Scott Wakelin has 
been promoted to director, Hospitality. Paul Keating will 
assume a double role as managing director L-Acoustics 
Creations EMEA and director of the Architectural vertical. 
In this new role, Keating will manage distribution, 
logistics, and application support for residential, marine, 
and architectural markets in all direct markets worldwide 
outside the Americas while building relationships with 
clients, decision-makers, and private owners in this 
strategic vertical market.

The Project Application, Vertical Market team, managed 
by David Dohrman, has a similar organisational structure 
to the Business Development team to provide end users 
and influencers with a comprehensive commercial and 
technical solution.

The company hopes that the Business Development 
team will advance L-Acoustics’ vision and strategy in 
major vertical markets while offering knowledge and 
in-depth support to consultants, partners, and end users 
across the world.

“This new organization will deepen our expertise in 
key vertical markets, strengthen our network presence 
globally, and allow us to plan a multi-year business 
roadmap that addresses both our current product 
offering and future innovations in loudspeakers, software, 
electronics, and services,” said Vaissié. “With this team 
of outstanding professionals—who have proven their 
expertise within our team and throughout the industry—
L-Acoustics will continue to elevate the listening 
experience for live entertainment and beyond.”

L-Acoustics

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.l-acoustics.com/
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d&b Plugs into LASALLE College to Enhance 
Pro-Audio Learning

SINGAPORE: d&b audiotechnik APAC has 
announced a new collaboration with Singapore’s 
LASALLE College of the Arts  to augment tuition, 
research and industry engagement. The deal comes as 
part of d&b audiotechnik Singapore’s commitment to 
supporting the next generation of pro-audio experts.
 
LASALLE and d&b have enjoyed many years of working 
together, drawing on mutual placements in the industry 
to create consistent opportunities. In 2017, LASALLE 
students were invited to train with d&b at their location in 
Tai Seng. Since then, a close relationship has developed 
through collaboration and sharing.
 
The new Memorandum of Understanding focuses on 
LASALLE’s Diploma in Audio Production programme. 

Many new pro-audio avenues are now open to LASALLE 
students, including internships alongside the d&b 
Singapore team, opportunities for students to tour 
d&b project installations - including the recent Singtel 
Waterfront Theatre project - and visits to regional d&b 
R&D, manufacturing and Education and Application 
Support facilities.
 
“d&b has developed a strong set of courses that would 
be a great augmentation to teaching at LASALLE,” 
said Dr Timothy O’Dwyer, head of the School of 
Contemporary Music at LASALLE. “These courses bring 
industry context and specificity of approach that is often 
brand neutral but also comprehensive and systematic. 
Students may also have the opportunity to be trained in a 
number of d&b’s certificate programmes.”

NEWS

(L-R) Dirk Stromberg, Lecturer, Audio Production; Lasalle Professor Leon Rubin, Dean, Faculty of Performing Arts, Lasalle; Gareth 
Kelbrick, Director, Education & Application Support, APAC, d&b audiotechnik; Juliana Tong, Marketing Director, APAC, d&b 
audiotechnik; Christopher Edel, Director of Finance and Operations, APAC, d&b audiotechnik;  Steve Golden, Director, Division 
of Industry and Community Engagement, Lasalle; Dr Timothy O'Dwyer, Head, School of Contemporary Music, Lasalle; Justin 
Hegburg, Programme Leader, Diploma in Audio Production, Lasalle and Shimin Ho, Manager, Division of Industry & Community 
Engagement. © Lasalle College / d&b Singapore.

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.lasalle.edu.sg/
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“We hope to see the continuation of sub-array and line 
array workshops,” O’Dwyer continued. “The integration 
of these workshops into the curriculum is important 
to give students a greater perspective and an in-
depth experience of the industry. Furthermore, we are 
excited to introduce students to d&b Soundscape and 
other more advanced electro-acoustic approaches in 
collaboration with d&b.”
 
Both d&b and LASALLE reported that research 
collaboration could advance many other projects. In 
addition, LASALLE lecturers will be equipped to run d&b 
software workshops, which may include d&b NoizCalc, a 
Line Array Workshop and a d&b Soundscape Workshop.
 
The d&b team has also introduced possibilities of 
different approaches to Soundscape control topologies, 
most particularly looking at both off-the-shelf and custom 
OSC Control Devices.
 
“This partnership will help prepare students for the 
industry as well as help introduce the industry to 
the students,” noted O’Dwyer. “Shared experiences 
can be a great opportunity for students to see what 
the possibilities of the industry are. We hope that 
this partnership will create a better perspective and 
understanding for the industry and the educational 
institutions through the intersection of our shared 
interests of audio and quality.”
 
Gareth Kelbrick, director for Education and Application 
Support, d&b APAC, concluded: “d&b remains 
dedicated to reaching out to educational institutions 
that are supporting the next generation of pro-audio 
experts and the new Memorandum of Understanding 
with LASALLE highlights this. We are excited to share 
world-class experience, knowledge and equipment and 
apply this to research and education to help advance 
pro-audio in Singapore and look to the future of what can 
be achieved.”

d&b audiotechnik

NEWS
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Sound Designer Phil Wright Trusts DPA Microphones 
for Reopening of Al Wasl Dome

UAE: Dubai’s Al Wasl Dome is an architectural 
masterpiece, acting as a hub for visitors and vibrant 
performances alike. Originally the centrepiece of the 
EXPO 2020 Dubai, Al Wasl was recently repurposed 
into a 3,000-seat concert venue, outfitted with a 360° 
projection screen to offer immersive audio and visual 
experience. 

To celebrate its reopening, the dome hosted GRAMMY-
winning Composer A.R. Rahman’s all-female Firdaus 
Orchestra and a 30-piece choir, accompanied by 
UK-based Indian singer Abi Sampa and her band, for 
a classical performance combining the sounds of the 
east and west. To assist with orchestral reinforcement 
for the show, which presented a slew of acoustical 
and environmental difficulties, Rahman’s team called 
on Sound Designer and Mix Engineer Phil Wright, 
who turned to his tried and trusted DPA Microphones 
solutions for their durability and natural sound.
 
The acclaimed sound professional selected the brand’s 
4099 CORE Instrument, 2011 Twin Diaphragm, 4011ES 
Cardioid Condenser and 4066 Omnidirectional Headset 

Microphones to help elevate the production. “The band 
and orchestra were primarily 4099s,” he explained. 
“This included the guitar, French horn and cello, as well 
as the more traditional instruments such as the tabla, 
harmonium, ney, oud, sitar, daf, frame drum and qanun.” 

Adding, “These are tiny, very quiet instruments and the 
DPA 4099s really brought out their sound within this 
massive orchestral texture we had going on. For those 
instruments that were a bit more open, we used the 
2011s, and then the double basses in the orchestra were 
on my 4011ES mics with 19 mm capsules. For the choir, 
we had 30 of the 4066 wired headsets. Overall, we had 
around 120 people on stage between the 30-person 
chorus, a 75-piece orchestra and Abi Sampa’s ensemble 
of fifteen.”
 
Miking traditional instruments wasn’t the only obstacle 
Wright had to overcome. The Al Wasl Dome’s unique 
shape posed an interesting acoustical challenge as well, 
with its centrally located performance space and open 
sides, which exposed the stage to the natural outdoor 
elements. Assisted by Dave Scarlet, Paul Medley and 
Pete Austin of SFL Productions in the UK, Wright knew 

http://www.e-techasia.com
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DPA mics would be a welcome aid to the audio team. 

“The durability of the 4099s was so impressive,” Wright 
said. “We weren’t in an air-conditioned concert hall — 
this was an open-air, outdoor venue with all the heat, 
high humidity and dust blowing in from the desert. 
Despite all of this, we didn’t have a single microphone 
failure. The heavy-duty cable for the 4099s also allowed 
for easy replacements, which was useful as we had a 
few people trip and damage the mic cables.” 

Knowing they would be working in such a challenging 
environment, Wright noted that the team made the 
decision very early on to mic everything very closely. 
“The flexibility and range of mount options for the 4099s 
were most appealing to me,” he explained. “I was able 
to get really close and tight on absolutely everything on 
that stage whilst retaining that natural sound and air. 
We had lots of positive feedback about being able to 
balance these very quiet and traditionally challenging 
instruments.”

The complexity of the venue’s acoustics, which has 
proven difficult for other seasoned audio professionals, 

along with the classical nature of the performance was 
exactly the reason Wright was entrusted by both Rahman 
and Mohanaselvan Jeyapalan, vice president of the 
Portfolio Management Office for the venue, in the first 
place. 

Building off his background in orchestral engineering 
and over 25 years of experience working with DPA 
Microphones, Wright crafted an impeccable sound that 
was otherwise lacking in previous shows at the Al Wasl 
Dome. “Both Mr Rahman and Mr Jeyapalan let me know 
that we had achieved everything that they had hoped 
for this show,” Wright explained. “With the DPAs, the 
concert sounded just how they wanted, and they were 
blown away.”

DPA Microphones

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.dpamicrophones.com/
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MIDDLE EAST: Creative Technology Middle East 
(CTME) has made a major investment in Robe moving 
lights with the purchase of FORTES and LEDBeam 
350s. The new inventory joins the company’s busy and 
expanding rental fleet at its Dubai HQ, servicing projects 
across the UAE, Saudi Arabia, and Qatar.

Sam Connolly, head of lighting for CTME, explained that 
it was important to invest in Robe’s innovative technology 
for several reasons. While CTME is well known for its full 
service, it has recently expanded its lighting department 
by making huge investments in lighting fixtures to 
ensure it can be the number one service provider in the 
region. When Sam came on board, he started “looking 
for flexible and multifunctional luminaires that would 
offer immense value for CT’s diverse cross-section of 
projects.”

Sam has always been a Robe fan, so he automatically 
considered Robe’s latest products as an option. It 
was a prerequisite that they were LED light sources to 
align with the rest of CT’s inventory. Sam highlighted 
the concept similarities - maximum power and multiple 
creativity – between the BMFL and the FORTE – and 

Robe’s ground-breaking 
TE (TRANSFERABLE 
ENGINE) technology 
was another factor 
helping CTME make the 
decision. 

Robe’s TE LED 
technology is patented 
and offers the option 
of fitting different and 
interchangeable LED 
engines into the same 
fixture hardware, which 
can be quickly changed 
/ ‘transferred’ in 5 to 7 
minutes. This elongates 
the lifespan of the very 

robust hardware and enables companies to change 
the light source if needed to fine-tune it for different 
applications, e.g., theatre shows or TV productions. 

In the LEDBeam 350, Sam wanted a fixture that was a 
genuine wash and beam luminaire in one housing, and 
after seeing the initial demo from the Robe Middle East 
team, he liked what he saw. “It ticked all the boxes,” he 
confirmed. Sam was especially keen to keep the rental 
inventory streamlined and focused on fewer fixture types 
that could achieve multiple results, rather than have a 
multitude of different lights. 

“Two is a perfect number,” he noted, observing that all 
the Robe ranges work well together and complement 
one another nicely with matching colours and similar 
quality of light output.

Yet another reason for choosing FORTE was so the new 
lights could be used on their existing RoboSpot remote 
follow spot systems.

Sam shared that the new fixtures would be featured in 
Doha for the 2022 FIFA World Cup.

Robe

CTME Receives First Delivery of Robe FORTES
and LEDBeam 350s

 Courtesy of CT Middle East

http://www.e-techasia.com
http://www.robe.cz/
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Creative Technology Middle East Kicks Off FIFA World 
Cup 2022 Opening Ceremony

MIDDLE EAST: The grand opening ceremony of the 
FIFA World Cup 2022 left millions dazzled right before its 
official kick-off. Creative Technology Middle East (CTME) 
delivered the spectacular projection mapping covering 
the pitch for the impressive opening ceremony along 
with flown tracking LED screens and rolling stage LED 
screens for the biggest football opening ceremony of the 
year.

60,000 fans gathered from around the world and millions 
of viewers tuned into the FIFA Opening Ceremony live 
from the Al Bayut Stadium in Qatar. Oscar-winning 
actor Morgan Freeman was the narrator of the opening 
ceremony and Jungkook of K-pop boy band BTS 
performed “Dreamers”, a new tournament song, with 
more than 300 dancers igniting the stadium and filling 
the air with excitement just before the first FIFA match. 

The show was a technically complex production with 
lots of signals and different displays under the high-
pressure environment that comes with globally televised 
shows. CTME is proud of their technicians who "rose to 
the occasion as always. We were operating on very tight 
schedules delivering the highly technical installation in a 
time-sensitive manner." 

CTME technical solutions consisted of video mapping 
projection which covered the massive pitch area of 
3,250sqm with a canvas size of 3840 x 5340. The team 
also provided 18 x Panasonic PT-RZ31k laser projectors 
with all signals distributed through fibre from a 128x128 
video router matrix. 

For content playback, the team supplied a fully 
redundant disguise system of 2x VX2 and 4x VX4 servers 
to output content for the FOP projection, LED screens, 
Stadium Ribbons and Broadcast VT.

In total, CTME’s disguise servers were playing back 
30 million pixels to all screens and projection systems 
around the venue. 

One of the most striking features of the opening 
ceremony was the flown LED screens situated over the 
pitch. CTME used ROE Vanish 8T and GLUX 10 mounted 
in custom-made scenic frames. The signal that fed into 
the screens was a broadcast wireless system that used 
7G bandwidth.

Another key feature of the night was the rolling stage on 
the pitch. This was custom-built for the live performers 
for the ceremony. CTME installed ROE Vanish 8T LED 
screens fed through a Riedel MediorNet system. 

A CTME representative commented, "Our dedicated 
teams were planning for this event for over two months 
with our client Balich. From pre-production to the event 
going live the entire team at CT worked incredibly hard 
to deliver such a fantastic show. Schedules had to be 
met promptly to ensure a seamless delivery. It's been a 
huge honour for CTME to be delivering on such a world-
renowned event."

CTME

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.ct-group.com/me/
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LOBO Receives Numerous Artistic Awards for Laser 
Excellence at ILDA 2022

GLOBAL: For the past two years, the International 
Laser Display Association (ILDA) annual award 
ceremony was held as a streaming-based cloud 
conference. In 2022, the show was able to stage its 
grand comeback at the ILDA Conference in London, 
where the “laser industry’s Oscars” could be honoured 
with a suitable award ceremony. 

The leading positions of the ILDA Artistic Awards 2022 
were surrounded by fierce competition – with 127 total 
entries across the various categories – but LOBO was 
able to win over the jury once more: With a whole six 
awards for their submitted artistic endeavours, LOBO 
managed to receive more creative awards than any other 
laser show company in the field.

This means that LOBO continues to lead the ILDA’s 
global rankings, outpacing the competition with
 now 184 ILDA Awards received over the years of 
membership. The highlight – and also “cover model” – of 

NEWS

3D Laser Geometry Tesla Coil

http://www.e-techasia.com
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EuroSights – Extended Beam

this year’s ILDA Awards is its first place in the category 
“Laser Photography”: the electrifying “Tesla Coil” 
won the prize with its stunning three-dimensional laser 
geometry. But the “Black Hole Eclipse” managed to 
be an exciting entry as well; an optical illusion of depth 
which earned enough votes for a second place.

In the category “Laser Show with Added Effects/
Multimedia”, the show “EuroSights – Extended
Beam” as a reworked extension of the beam show part 
of the original “EuroSights” placed second.
Show designer Florian Skrzypczak was responsible for 
the standalone beam show version of his
previous multimedia show production, now enhanced 
with fire effects and moving lights.

Show designer Diana Coenen collected two awards in 
the “Beams/Atmospherics Show with Add-On Effects” 
category as the ambitious, energetic “Shining” swung its 
way to second place with its danceable soundtrack and 
fittingly vigorous laser beats, closely followed by a third 
place for the comparatively frantic and humorous “Crazy 
Chicken”, which lived up to its title by having the laser 
beams and shapes of the choreography bounce to a 
remix of “Bella Ciao”.

Enthusiasts of fantasy epics should be no stranger 
to the third-placed entry in “Beams/Atmospherics 
Show for Multiple-Scanner Projectors”: show designer 
Roman Schütz conducted a veritable orchestra of 
laser projectors to the iconic melodies of the “Game of 
Thrones” title theme,  excellently reflecting the dramatic 
flair and intrigue of its source in a “Royal Play”.

LOBOBlack Hole Eclipse

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.lobo.de/
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CHINA: The Chengdu City Concert Hall is part of the 
Chinese government’s initiative to promote Chengdu City 
as the country’s hub for the music industry. As “one of 
the best performance venues in the world” and Western 
China’s largest concert hall, the Concert Hall’s design 
incorporates the best theatrical technology, including 
architectural structure, stage lighting, acoustics, audio 
and visual, machinery, interior design, and smart and 
intelligent technology.

With a total building area of over 100,000 square metres, 
Chengdu City Concert Hall includes an opera hall, a 
music hall, a theatre hall, and a small music hall. To 
manage this project and offer a one-stop shop for the 
design of the stage lighting system, equipment sourcing 
and supply, installation, and testing, ETC partnered with 
the local dealer, Hangzhou Yidashi.

Yidashi proposed ETC’s Source Four luminaires to 
light up the front stage with the brightest and warmest 
light, which also generates a natural and nuanced face 
light for all performers on stage. ColorSource PAR with 
RGBL (Red, Green, Blue, and Lime) LED arrays are 
also equipped on stage to provide a vivid wash light, 
thus enhancing the mood for all productions. The RDM 
control function is another plus for the ColorSource PAR 
light as it makes remote adjustment of lighting easy for 
every crew.

Chengdu City Concert Hall Selects ETC

The Eos consoles were selected to provide the main 
and backup control system for managing the lighting 
fixtures in the newly opened performance centre. 2 x 
Gio consoles are installed in the theatre hall which seats 
400. The compact and comprehensive Ion XE with 2K 
output and 2x10 fader wings are used to provide reliable 
lighting control for the music hall, which is the second 
large performance venue in the building with 1400 

NEWS

To provide the best lighting for every performance hosted in 
this contemporary art center, ETC's Source Four luminaires and 
ColorSource PAR with RGBL LED arrays are equipped to light 
up the stage.

http://www.e-techasia.com
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seats. The mini music hall and the rehearsal rooms also 
installed Ion XE consoles, while the Press Room selected 
a ColorSource AV console.

"The best thing is that all of ETC's consoles are operating 
with the same Eos system software which offers a 
seamless and nearly-identical lighting control experience 
in each of the venues," commented a representative from 
Chengdu City Concert Hall.

The client was also impressed by the award-winning Eos 
software, as the magic sheet tool provides a flexible and 
customizable interface that facilitates an efficient lighting 
control workflow during rehearsal or live production. 
Yidashi proposed a Paradigm architectural lighting 
system for controlling the work lights in the Concert Hall. 
Paradigm is a comprehensive and sophisticated control 
system that offers an intuitive LED touchscreen station 
and remote control which makes managing work lights 
easier than ever before. ETC's iRFR wireless control 
makes the process easy since crews can set up or 
adjust cues anytime, anywhere.

In terms of the lighting network control system, Yidashi 
recommended ETC's Net3 ACN Gateway as it is an 
ethernet-based networking system that achieves a stable 

NEWS

signal transmission. The plug-and-play ethernet network 
is POE, which is convenient for using any equipment on 
the stage that has DMX512 signal distribution. For power 
and dimming control, the client selected a Sensor3 
Dimming System to manage all of the lighting equipment 
in the venue. The masterful power control is easy-to-use 
and suitable for all types of fixtures including those that 
require ThruPower
Modules. 

It also offers a real-time feedback function providing 
comprehensive information, including input voltage, 
output load, rack temperature, output circuit breaker 
status, fan status, etc. The crews can monitor the power 
and dimming status that ensure a smooth flow of every 
live performance.

ETC is "happy to collaborate with Hangzhou Yidashi and 
provide a comprehensive lighting solution to Chengdu 
City Concert Hall to create unparalleled lighting for 
professional music and cultural performances."

ETC

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.etcconnect.com/
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VIDEO FILES

Mike Turner, the regional manager for ADJ, walks you 
through some of the ADJ Focus Flex L7 moving head 
wash’s best features. Patch in this fixture and use it 
the same way you would any other CMY colour-mixing 
fixture thanks to its virtual CMY DMX modes. This unit 
may now be combined with other CMY colour-mixing 
units in your rig and used with the same Colour Picker, 
making your life and the workflows of your show much 
easier.

This is the story of the powerful Astra Profile400, a 
“profile unlike any other” with a beam that can be 
switched between a narrow 7° and a wide 50° while 
maintaining its compact size. It features silent operation, 
a prism, an iris, and a frost filter. Its light source emits a 
flat field beam of pure white light with a 7,000K colour 
temperature and 17.500 lumens.

Make Your Life Easier with ADJ 
Focus Flex L7

Versatile PROLIGHTS Astra 
Profile400 has Dazzling Effects 
Plus Ultra-High Lumen Efficiency

List of 2022 ILDA Winners

The 2022 edition of the International Laser Display 
Association Awards (ILDA) has wrapped up with 
LOBO winning the top prize in the Laser Photography 
category. Considered the “Oscars of the laser world”, 
ILDA included categories such as Fine Art Laser 
Display, Nightclub/Disco/Music Festival, and Permanent 
Installations. Watch the list of this year’s winners as well 
as the shows that propelled them to success.

Richard Brooker has spent his entire life working in the 
theatre. His work on productions like Dreamgirls, West 
Side Story, and the Glastonbury festival has made him 
one of the top sound designers in the UK today. Where 
does he think pro audio is headed and how does he feel 
about KV2 speakers? Here’s a hint: They’re one and the 
same.

Richard Brooker’s Opinion on 
the Future of Pro Audio and KV2

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLk3RTt8oqZTfH6NaZRcXzbPZBlpy7Wkg3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eUXU70YevTU&ab_channel=adjlighting
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wex3oUR6nBc&ab_channel=KV2Audio
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DdxO8HPj1hk&t=4s&ab_channel=PROLIGHTS
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Reading the Data Right. Part Two

ALEX COLUMN

As promised last month, 
I want to have a look at 
the importance of the two 
pieces of hardware in your 
measurement set up this 
month. In this part I want 
to raise a few details that 
you should be aware of and 
as all the time, this is just 
so that you are not blindly 
plugging stuff together 

thinking that the outcome will be fantastic, the more you 
plug together. 

The logical start will be at the beginning of your signal 
chain with the microphone. There is a good variety of 
choices available out there starting at around 75 USD 
per piece up to multiple thousand dollars for Laboratory 
grade items. You will notice that I avoid any brand 
names or model names in this discussion, since it is the 
features that I want to look at and have you aware about.
 
Is there even such a thing as a measurement 
microphone? The answer is yes and no at the same 
time because any microphonethat has a omnidirectional 
pick up pattern can and will work as a measurement 
microphone in general. The next feature in the 
microphone specification will be the frequency response 
and it’s linearity, but then would we not want any 
microphone to be as linear as possible and does the 
title ”measurement microphone” mean that this cannot 
be used for recording or other applications? Of course 
not and as such the name is a bit misleading, because a 
good measurement microphone is also a good recording 
microphone and any good linear and omnidirectional 
microphone without the name given, will work well as 
a measurement microphone even without carrying the 
name and title. I have used omnidirectional lavalier 
microphones for tuning - no problem as long as you are 
aware about their frequency response. So please don’t 
be confused by the fancy names out there.

The two critical specification cornerstones are 
omnidirectionality and linearity and the latter one is 
where you end up spending substantial dollars. I have 
seen tests of units where the spread of frequency 

Join the conversation and share your thoughts with 
Alex. Alex can be reached at alex@asaudio.de

response from one manufacturer’s measurement 
microphone over 80 tested units is somewhere between 
plus minus 5 dB, which of course is completely 
unacceptable. You might say, but they offer me a 
compensation curve to enter into my measurement 
software to compensate for non linearities. So what is the 
validity of this curve? No one that I know, who offers this 
calibration curve service,  would have a measurement 
chamber that can do any reasonable curve below 700 
Hz, where a lot of the stuff that we need to check and 
evaluate is happening. Decent offerings in the market will 
show you a disclaimer as to which range of frequencies 
they are valid for and this then always concerns the 
test setup to test and measure the “measurement 
microphone”. I think I have now successfully lost half of 
you…. so let’s move one to the other piece of hardware.

In the audio interface you will look for signal to noise, 
dynamic range and of course also for frequency 
response over gain and this is where it gets really 
interesting and exciting. The cheaper your electronics 
inside are, the more narrow a workable gain range of 
this device is. This workable range is typically never at 
the edges of the dynamic setting but somewhere in the 
middle. This means you should ideally know at which 
setting on your interface, the signal to noise is best and 
the possible dynamic range is best as well and you will 
find that this could be well within a range of plus minus 
3 dB on your settings and outside there are substantial 
compromises because of the electronics. Don’t tell me 
that you believe it is all super linear, since I have the 
measurements to prove it. Even electronics at a couple 
of thousand dollars sales price have this compromise, 
but the workable dynamic range is a lot wider, since 
the electronic circuitry is designed for it and hence 
you have to pay for it too. The detail to look for is the 
workable dynamic range and equivalent noise levels of 
the interface. 

With this in mind I hope that you will not just blindly 
use what is available or make size of the interface a 
purchase decision deal breaker. 

http://www.e-techasia.com
mailto: alex@asaudio.de
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LightShark Updates Software for Range of Multiprotocol 
Lighting Consoles

Equipson has upgraded the software for its hugely pop-
ular LightShark range of DMX-based hardware lighting 
consoles to give users a more streamlined and efficient 
workflow. Many new elements have been incorporated, 
including useful upgrades to features such as Autosave, 
Go To Cue/Preload Cue, Channel/Fixture Parking, send-
ing OSC and UDP commands and being able to assign 
custom icons to palettes.

The LightShark multiprotocol range includes the LS-1 
hardware console with assignable faders and rotary con-
trols, the more affordable LS-Core, the LS-Wing Open 
Sound Control (OSC) hardware controller and three 
multiprotocol DMX streaming devices - each supporting 
different numbers of DMX universes - that are collectively 
referred to as LS-NODE.
 
With LightShark, lighting engineers working in all types of 
venues – from small theatres to large stadia – can control 
up to 8 x DMX universes and 4000+ DMX channels, all 
completely integrated via smartphones and tablets. In 
addition, the range is fully compatible with other man-
ufacturers’ equipment because the products work with 
industry-standard DMX and Artnet lighting protocols, as 
well as any Operating System (Android Linux, Windows 
and macOS).

The new software significantly improves the AutoSave 
experience by making it possible to exclude fixtures from 
a show without having to unpatch them; freeze a fixture 
or specific channel with an existing value in the program-
mer; automatically scroll the CueList to show Active Cue, 
and exclude a playback from being controlled by the 
Grand Master.

Go To Cue functionality has also been improved so that 
lighting engineers can Go To Cue in the next Go, re-
number a cue as 0.x, change the fixture ID in the patch 
window and set the value of both Playbacks and the 
programme window in percentage or decimal.

LightShark can now send out OSC and UDP messages 
at the same time as playing different cues, thus giving 
users numerous opportunities to interface with other 
pieces of equipment and control them directly from 
LightShark. The differentiation of LighShark consoles in 
its OSC & UDP functionality is that it includes the devices 
personalities already developed for the LS-Wing control-
ler. This makes LightShark the first lighting controller that 
has OSC and UDP control personalities for other devices 
such as audio controllers, media servers, etc.

The new software has added many new OSC messages 
including the TAP button command of a Playback and 
adjustment of its tempo; commands to reset various as-
pects of the speed master and the Chase speed master, 
and messages to give users fine control of the Go To 
Cue button including the ability to PreLoad it. It is also 
now possible to send OSC commands from a Cue and to 
deploy a keyboard to control LightShark using a variety 
of shortcuts.

Another useful upgrade is the inclusion of Internal 
Macros, which can be used to activate other parts of 
the console or do various tasks when a different cue is 
played. LightShark has also incorporated a new system 
that allows users to label their icon palettes visually using 
a library of built-in icons or icons they have imported 
into the file library as a PNG. Numerous icon options are 
available, and they are all designed to help users work 
faster and in a more streamlined way.

LightShark is already supported by more than 100 video 
tutorials and the company has now added three covering 
the finer points of the latest software upgrades that can 
be found on their website. 

LightShark/Tutorials

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://lightshark.es/learn/
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Studio Technologies Model 342 Offers Two-channel Dante-
based Intercom User Interface

Studio Technologies has launched the Model 342 
Intercom Station, a two-channel intercom user station 
that supports Dante Audio-over-Ethernet (AoE) 
workflows. The compact, desktop device integrates with 
other Studio Technologies Dante-based intercom system 
products to create flexible and great-sounding intercom 
resources. The Model 342 can be used in a variety of 
broadcast and live events, including education, theatre, 
sports, entertainment, house-of-worship, corporate, and 
aerospace applications.

Data and power for Model 342 require only a standard 
Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) network connection. 
Hardware features include a dual-channel (stereo) 
headphone output, two headset connectors, integrated 
sidetone support, call signal receive display, and remote 
mic kill (“talk off”). 
Using the Dante Identify command, Model 342 can be 
configured to turn off (“kill”) active talk functions. This 
allows remote inactivation of unwanted microphone 
signals being presented to either or both intercom 
channels.

With both 5-pin XLR and 3.5 mm TRRS headset 
connectors, the Model 342 is compatible with 
professional broadcast headsets, gaming headsets, and 
mobile phone earbuds. The microphone input circuitry 
supports both dynamic and electret microphones. The 
unit’s two LED-illuminated talk pushbutton switches can 
be independently configured. Two “push-in/push-out” 
rotary controls are used to set and maintain the desired 
headphone output level.

Using a standard Ethernet LAN, users can easily 
connect multiple Model 342 units to establish a party-
line intercom application with an external Dante-enabled 
audio matrix, such as the Studio Technologies Model 
5421 or Model 5422A Dante Intercom Audio Engines. 
Alternatively, two Model 342 units can be used “point-
to-point,” or multiple units can be interconnected with 
matrix intercom systems that offer Dante compatibility.

The Model 342 supports both Dante and AES67 
operation and is compatible with the Dante Domain 
Manager (DDM) software. Its Dante transmitter (output) 
and receiver (input) channels can be routed with other 
Dante-compatible devices using the Dante Controller 
software application. A call receive function allows Model 
342 users to be alerted with a visual indication when a 
high-frequency audio call signal is active on a Dante 
receiver (input) channel. This can be useful in providing 
real-time cues to production and support personnel.

The Model 342 offers pro audio performance that is not 
found in typical party-line intercom devices. A low-noise, 
wide dynamic-range microphone preamplifier and 
associated voltage-controlled amplifier (VCA) dynamics 
controller (compressor) ensures that microphone audio 
quality is preserved while minimizing the chance of 
signal overload. The dual-channel (stereo) headphone 
output provides substantial drive capability along with 
minimal noise and distortion. All audio routing, level 
control, and muting are performed within the digital 
domain.

Model 342’s extensive range of operating parameters 
are configured using the STcontroller software 
application. Available free of charge from Studio 
Technologies, STcontroller allows production personnel 
to quickly and easily configure the unit’s capabilities 
to meet an application’s exact needs. STcontroller is 
offered in versions that are compatible with the WinOS 
and macOS operating systems.

Studio Technologies/Model 342

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://studio-tech.com/products/m342/
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Sennheiser has announced the availability of the next 
system from the Evolution Wireless Digital family of radio 
microphones. Named EW-DX, the new microphone 
systems simplify professional workflows by utilizing 
refined technologies to deliver a digital UHF system that 
can be scaled with ease.

As the technological successor to Sennheiser’s evolution 
wireless G4, EW-DX is designed for the most demanding 
business and professional applications. Additionally, EW-
DX has an advanced feature set that allows it to easily 
scale from the smallest meeting space or classroom to 
the largest business and educational installations.

The first flight of products are available for shipping from 
Sennheiser’s main warehouses in the Asia Pacific region. 
The following components are available as part of these 
shipments:

• EW-DX EM 2, two-channel digital half-rack (9,5”) 
receiver 

• EW-DX SK bodypack transmitter with 3.5 mm 
connector and with 3-pin connector

Sennheiser Digital Wireless Microphone Family Expanded 
with Availability of EW-DX

• EW-DX SKM handheld transmitter

• EW-DX SKM-S handheld transmitter with 
programmable mute switch

• EW-D power distribution cable

The EX-DX handheld and bodypack transmitters will be 
the “first” on the market to feature e-ink displays. Even 
when a transmitter is switched off, users will still be able 
to read essential device data. Both transmitter types will 

http://www.e-techasia.com
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be fitted with in-device charging contacts. Using the 
dedicated BA 70 rechargeable battery pack, which can 
be charged using the L 70 USB charger (both BA 70 and 
L 70 USB are sold separately), the transmitters will have 
an operating time of about 12 hours.  

In early 2023, Sennheiser will add to the Evolution Digital 
Wireless family charging options with the availability 
of the network-enabled charger, the CHG 70N, which 
features two individual charging bays for the EW-DX, one 
of which can charge EW-DX SKM, EW-DX SK or BA 70.

To coincide with the availability of EW-DX, Sennheiser 
also released an updated version of the Sennheiser 
Control Cockpit software.  With Version 6.0.0, Sennheiser 
Control Cockpitis now fully compatible with EW-DX, 
enabling monitoring, control and firmware updates for 
EW-DX devices. 

The easy-to-use Sennheiser Control Cockpit continuously 
provides a global overview of all network-enabled 
devices.  It shows all status information at a glance and 
makes setting adjustments for one or multiple devices 
at the same time very easy. For conformity, consistency 
and compatibility reasons, it is strongly recommended 
that the system be updated to the new release of the 
Sennheiser Control Cockpit upon receiving the EW-DX.  
This will ensure stable firmware upon first use.

Sennheiser/EW-DX

PROLIGHTS Launches 
Compact Astra Profile400 to 
Prove Good Things Come in 
Small Packages

PROLIGHTS’ new Astra Profile400 is a compact LED 
moving profile with an efficient, punchy output.
The fixture has a 400W LED source calibrated at 7,000K 
and a smooth zoom system from 6.5º to 50º.

It also includes an extensive feature set like 4-layer 
motorised framing shutters, linear CMY and CTO, 
colour and gobo wheels, an animation wheel, a frost 
filter, a prism and an iris. The colour wheel includes a 
CRI enhancement filter that increases its CRI value and 
meets a 6000K white, perfect for broadcast and studio 
applications.

The Astra Profile400 aims to replace fixtures with higher 
power consumption. Thus, despite its heavy feature set, 
the fixture weighs in at 27.6kg (60.85 lbs).

Prolights/Astra Profile400

http://www.e-techasia.com
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What Can We Expect in 2023?
Katinka Allender brings us a round-up of views from different industry 
personalities across the globe on what the industry can expect in 2023.

Ken Cheung, Director, 
Audio Visual Technique Ltd, 
Hong Kong
Travel within Asia is not 
completely open yet due 
to quarantine restrictions 
in China, Hong Kong, 
Macau and Taiwan. 
Since November, we see 
some trade shows and 

exhibitions testing the waters, but it is generally believed 
that business will not be back to normal until China 
moves away from all its travel restrictions. No one is sure 
on the date.

During this down period, the encouraging sign is that the 
fixed installation sector has picked up growth. Museums 
and visitor attractions are gearing up to meet the 
expected surge of ‘revenge’ travelling.

The total immersive AV experience will be the latest trend 
when the industry recovers. The advances in projector 

“imersifA - a new AV installation at the National Museum of Indonesia, created by Imagery Creative.” Copyright permission 
granted by Imagery Creative.

Des O’Neill, Director, Co-
Founder, aFX Global & aFX 
Labs Business is certainly 
bouncing back post Covid19 
lockdowns. We have seen an 
increase in demand for our 
recoding and post-production 
services. Theatrical Sound 
Design and live music concert 

production is also back to pre-covid levels. The strong 
growth area in 2022 has been immersive / spatial audio 

and LED technologies has made large scale AV 
experience easier and cheaper to achieve. Coupled with 
new features like VR, AR, XR and real-time interactive 
effects, the result is impactful and awe-inspiring.

Immersive AV experience comes with economy of scale 
since digital content is easily adaptable and scalable, 
and can be replicated for different locations. It gives 
a multi-sensory experience that fills up large physical 
space and is most suitable for post-Covid social 
distancing.

http://www.e-techasia.com
http://www.avt.hk
http://afx-global.com/
http://afx-global.com/
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products and services. We have seen a significant rise 
in the number of companies creating multi-sensory 
experiences that feature large scale projection as well 
as spatial audio delivery. Spatial or 3D audio technology 
has been around for a while and has been on a very 
slow march to the mainstream. In recent years we have 
seen the emergence of a number of new technology 
manufacturers which has had a very positive effect on 
the market. 

The increased competition has helped grow the 
sector by raising awareness for spatial audio and 
what is possible in terms of creating a truly immersive 
experiences for audiences. What we are seeing now 
is clients and content producers who have had some 
experience with spatial audio are now ready to really 
push the boundaries and go even further with their audio 
delivery. The technology and the ability to do amazing 
things has been there for a few years, however it has 
taken a while for designers and producers alike to settle 
into this new way of creating and delivering audio at 
scale.  

Immersive experiences are becoming more and more 
popular in Australia and globally. These experiences 
are in high demand by the public as demonstrated by 

Progressum at Vivid House was a 14-metres-wide by 5-metre-high 360-degree walk-through experience featured 
at Vivid Sydney 2022

number of new experiences that are touring, driven by 
healthy ticket sales. These new exhibitions are hugely 
important for the whole industry. Not only do they 
represent growth for technology companies through 
technical sales, they also represent growth for the 
broader arts sector by creating a new outlet for creative 
artists, designers, musicians and technologists. Having 
more opportunities and outlets for artists to create art 
and new media can only help grow and develop a more 
viable and financially sustainable market for digital art 
and artists alike.

2022 was a challenging but successful year. We could 
start off by scaling the business up to pre-covid levels 
in a very uncertain market to ending the year with strong 
demand, pushing growth whilst having to navigate 
labour shortages and rising costs. We are very optimistic 
about business going forward, we have some exciting 
projects in our production pipeline and some very 
exciting new technology developed entirely here at aFX 
Labs which we aim to bring to market in mid 2023.

http://www.e-techasia.com
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Photo credit: Do Not Disturb, Amsterdam

Richard Neville, 
managing director of 
Mandy Lights  has one 
word to describe the 
industry to Entertainment 
Technology Asia readers: 

In a word - chaos. We’re 
seeing nearly three 
years of events trying to 
catch up, three years of 

creative ideas, temporarily shelved concepts coming 
back to life…. All at the same time and with incredibly 
short lead times, but with fewer skilled people, a more 
cautious economic climate and significantly higher costs 
to deal with.

I think the last six months have proven just how keen 
corporates, live music acts and the general public are 
to get back to real, in-person events. While we all know 
hybrid events are here to stay and can agree that Covid 
really accelerated online trends, it’s absolutely clear 
that the idea of in-person events and experiences can’t 
be beaten and that our industry should embrace hybrid 
events as a trend but not as a substitute for the real 
thing.

Mandy Lights illuminates Sydney for Vivid Sydney 2022

Evan Morris, Founder 
& LD at Exciting Light , 
Amsterdam
We all know that there 
is a shortage of workers 
in many sectors - and 
technical positions are no 
exception. 

So, by extension, in 2023, 
we'll see a lot of design 

automation in nightlife venues. This automation will be 
enabled by certain converging technologies that allow 
lighting and video designers to 'download' their concepts 
into exact programs triggered by the DJs themselves 
without extensive cueing or talented operators. 

The separate parts of this connection between music 
and light are perhaps unimpressive in themselves - but 
combined, they open up a world of possibilities for 
experience creators.

The lighting-industry push toward IP rated products 
as a norm continued in 2022 - we’re seeing genuine 
innovation in new products whereas in previous years 
IP rated fixtures have always been presented with as a 
compromise to their less resilient indoor counterparts. As 

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://mandylights.com/
https://www.excitinglight.com
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Grace Kuo, Sales 
Director at ROE Visual , 
China.

Driven by the influence 
of the pandemic, 
the evolution of 
virtual production 
technology has led the 
entertainment industry 

in a new direction. The advanced techniques visualize 
imaginations and offer more creative options with 
immersive digital LED backdrops, attracting more focus 
from the content production teams and professionals. 

Another point to mention is the recovery in the rental 
industry around the world, where various concerts, 
festivals, and events show up again. There will inevitably 
be a wave of growth in leasing activities, increasing 
demands for LED displays and other related video 
equipment.

Following global trends, demand for virtual production 
will continue to increase. The main driving force behind 
the development is the innovation of filming. Compared 
with the EU and US regions, Southeast Asia may not 
be so fast in accepting new technology, but its existing 
achievements are quite successful and reveal the 
inevitable advancement in the future.

Besides, under the loose pandemic policy, online 
activities will transfer offline, and there will be explosive 
growth in rental activities in Southeast Asia. Our LED 

products apply to many creative and challenging stage 
constructions, recognized by the market in terms of 
quality and creativity. 

GhostFrame technology is still one of the most 
exciting technology in content production. It is a frame 
remapping technology that allows multiple cameras 
to simultaneously view separate images on the LED 
displays. As a powerful suite of features, this technology 
creates simplified, faster workflows in the application of 
virtual production for film and broadcast productions, 
improving the process efficiency. One excellent 
example is the Fox Sports Studio for NFL coverage. 
With GhostFrame, the ROE Visual BP2V2 LED displays 
inside can present flexible changes on the backdrops of 
any desired graphic, thereby expanding a new way of 
broadcasting.

Large companies have started to move focus on the 
Southeast Asian market for some policy reasons. 
Exhibitions, concerts, esports games, and more events 
will be held in some Southeast Asian countries where the 
policies are relatively easing. Also, the list of countries 
for touring performances will include more places in 
Southeast Asia. More rental activities are aware of 
the concerning issue of sustainable development. 
For this reason, lightweight and energy-saving LED 
panels such as our Graphite and Carbon MarkII series 
are the preferred choice to save costs and become 
environment-friendly while not compromising visual 
performance.

Ed Sheeran – photo credit Ralph Larmann

a designer who works constantly in outdoor and harsh 
environments, it’s genuinely exciting to be gaining more 
and more quality tools to use.

I think what I call the “hangover from hybrid events” 
will continue to have an impact; site inspections have 
become less frequent and more costly, expectations 
of remote work make face-to-face collaboration more 
difficult and less spontaneous - not ideal conditions for 
great design. This trend isn’t going to subside anytime 
and while we’re seeing amazing new projects coming 
in from everywhere, we have to be careful that the new 
normals of collaboration don’t hinder creative output.

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.roevisual.com/en/
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Lighting 2022 FIFA World Cup 
Opening Ceremony

In a symbolic display of warm and hospitable Arab 
culture and heritage, Qatar invited the world to meet and 
unite in a 30-minute long 2022 FIFA World Cup Opening 
Ceremony staged at Doha Al Bayt stadium in Al Khor 
on November 20, 2022. The ceremony included seven 
scenes with a narrative inviting acceptance of difference 
and diversity. It merged Qatari and international 
cultures, showing the country’s culture and values, the 
importance of mutual respect and gently challenging any 
misconceptions about the Arab world.

The opening shot included verse 13 of Surat Al-Hujurat 
from the Holy Quran: “O mankind. We have created you 
from male and female and made you peoples and tribes 
that you may know one another. Indeed, the most noble 
of you in the sight of Allah is the most righteous of you.”

The first scene was called “The Calling” and it 
showed the sound of “El-Hoon”, which is associated 
with receiving guests. This was followed by the “To 
Get to Know” scene, in which the artist Morgan 
Freemanparticipated with the young Ghanem Al-Muftah, 
to represent rapprochement through dialogue.

Then the “Rhythm of Nations” scene which collects 
the most famous cheers of encouragement for the 32 
participating teams combined with Qatari music. This 
was followed by the “Football Nostalgia” scene which 
collects former official mascots in honour of the previous 
host countries of the World Cup.

The “Dreamers” scene along with the previous songs 
“Welcome”, “Haya Haya” and “Qandil Al-Sama” was 
performed by Qatari artist Fahad Al-Kubaisi and a 
member of the Korean band BTS, Jungkook. Then the 

by Katinka Allender

http://www.e-techasia.com
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“Roots of the Dream” scene which showed an archival 
historical film, shown for the first time, showing the former 
Emir, Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa Al Thani, playing football 
with a group of his friends in the desert.

Finally, the “Here and Now” scene which began with a 
speech by the Emir of the State of Qatar, Sheikh Tamim 
bin Hamad Al Thani and ended with the appearance of 
the official logo of the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 at a 
height of 15 meters, and the ceremony concluded with a 
spectacular fireworks display.

Check out the World Cup Opening Ceremony video 
HERE.

Durham Marenghi and 2022 FIFA 
World Cup Opening Ceremony

Durham Marenghi (in the middle) with his lighting team

Lighting designer Durham Marenghi has created the 
lighting design for a wide variety of theatre, opera, 
dance, trade, fashion, visitor experience, architectural, 
concert, live event and television productions worldwide. 
He regularly shares his experience and knowledge within 
the industry. In 2022, Durham Marenghi was awarded a 
ALPD Fellowship recognising his immense contribution 
to the lighting community. Entertainment Technology 
Asia chats with Durham Marenghi about his experience 
in working as a lighting designer for Qatar 2022 World 
Cup Ceremony.

Can you describe your role as lighting designer at the 
World Cup?

The Opening Ceremony existed in a projected world 
created by Creative Director Anghela Alo and the artists 
at Luke Halls Studio so we had to be very careful to both 
light the performers for broadcast without damaging the 
‘screen’ environment in which they lived.

What was the most technically challenging aspect to 
the ceremony? 

For this event the key factor was weight on the roof and 
very high truss heights of over fifty metres to keep the 
equipment above the technical and camera systems 
required by the soccer authorities. Every source 
deployed had to have a very high light output and very 
tight beam angle. We usually have lights all around the 
field of play and again this was not possible with the first 
game only one hour after our ceremony.

What are you most proud of?

We were operating at a light intensity of around 400 Lux, 
sports lighting for the games was around 2000lux so a 
very careful approach was required to create the magic 
to entertain billions around the globe.

How did you work with the production team and local 
suppliers?

Head of production for BWS was Johnny McCullagh 
with Matthew Jensen as technical director and David 
Harrison as head of staging and scenic. The on-site 
management from Media Pro of technical director Sam 
and project manager Yogesh Malhotra was very effective 
and our technical team and the Media Pro crew were a 
great support in our nightly battle to turn off stadium and 
working lights, not to mention the [soccer field] grow 
lights!

What could the rest of the world learn from working 
on such large-scale projects in the Middle East?

Every source we deployed in this environment had to 
be extremely bright, low in weight and with low power 
requirements. The main trusses supported SGM P-10s 
as fixed focus wash lights for the lower audience seating, 

http://www.e-techasia.com
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Clay Paky Xtylos for high power colour beam effects, 
the ubiquitous Clay Paky Sharpies for another layer of 
beams and the new Clay Paky Sharpy X-Frame which is 
a true hybrid with a very bright beam mode and shutters 
gobos and prisms in spot mode.

Were there any surprises?

The Growth Lights

The grow lights and the constant cleaning of the stadium 
under working light at night time.

What advice would you give for a career in lighting 
design (where to start, who to approach and what 
inspired you?)?

There are many good academic courses on lighting 
design and any student would do well to also work part 
time in theatres or for lighting companies to gain both 
experience and contacts, don't spend all your formative 
years solely with other lighting designers on the course...

Are there any tech trends that readers should know 
about for 2023 and beyond?

Weatherproofing is finally becoming a standard with 
new fixtures and about time especially in the live events 
world. VR is definitely becoming a thing for concept 
creation, rehearsing and programming.

What’s next for Durham Marenghi?

Leeds City of Culture Opening Ceremony in January 
2023 and working with students introducing them to the 
world of lasers.

More spectacular magic!!

Images provided by DurhamLD Limited and © Balich 
Wonder Studio

Further information and reading: www.durhamld.com.

http://www.e-techasia.com
www.durhamld.com.
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SINGAPORE

d&b audiotechnik GSL and NoizCalc 
Ringfences High SPL Sound for 
ZoukOut
Some of the best DJs in the world played to over 30,000 partygoers at the massive ZoukOut 
Festival where full frequency, high quality, and exclusively addressed audio was accomplished 
using d&b NoizCalc software

Singapore’s mammoth ZoukOut Festival returned to the 
city’s Siloso Beach in December, treating more than 
30,000 revellers to DJ sets from some of the world’s best 
DJs. Nestled between the water, a nature reserve and 
high-end hotel resorts, the festival’s sound needed to be 
full frequency, high-quality and directed only to the ears 
of attendees. To achieve this, a d&b audiotechnik GSL 
system was used, in conjunction with d&b ArrayCalc and 
NoizCalc software.

Standout moments of this year’s ZoukOut, an outdoor 
festival incarnation of Singapore’s internationally famous 
Zouk nightclub, which has been running since 1991 in 

the Clarke Quay district – included sets by Tiësto, Zedd, 
Armin Van Burren, Slander, and Gryffin. Preparations for 
their appearances started more than six months before 
the festival’s weekend run, when AEG Presents, the 
live-entertainment division of Los Angeles-based AEG, 
and co-organisers the Zouk Group approached d&b 
Singapore for a sound solution for the 2022 event. 

This year, for the first time, ZoukOut altered the main 
stage orientation so that it was side-on to the ocean, 
with loudspeaker rigging points directing sound along 
the beach across the crowds but towards the luxury 
Shangri-La Rasa Sentosa hotel and its grounds, which is 

http://www.e-techasia.com
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just 400 metres away. Adjacent to the festival site is the 
Imbiah Nature Trail wooded area where rare birds and 
wildlife find sanctuary. Therefore, the team conducted an 
impact study and understood they had to direct sound 
to just the beach festival site, minimizing bleed into the 
surroundings as the music ran from 6 pm on both days 
to 5 am on Friday and 7 am on Saturday. 

“The new positioning of the festival’s main stage, crowd 
areas and backstage area fit much more neatly into the 
new location, which is why we moved it there,” explained 
Dan Mosley, production and operations director at 
AEG. “As soon as we started planning the 2022 event 

I contacted Gareth Kelbrick at d&b in Singapore to 
discuss the ambitious sound requirements, including the 
limitations and he invited me to the d&b offices. We had 
been using an old Google Maps drawing of the site but 
then Gareth introduced me to NoizCalc, which changed 
everything.”

Mosley conducted multiple meetings with stakeholders, 
including the hotel’s management team, government 
officials and residents. In previous years, there had 
been reports of rattling windows and sound spilling into 
forested areas, so a solution needed to be presented 
and realized to allay concerns.

“NoizCalc was the perfect solution, tying 
nicely into ArrayCalc to help us not only 
design the GSL system but also visually 
map sound levels, dispersion, and predict 
sound propagation,” Mosley continued. “It 
delivered an easy-to-read picture of audio 
levels within the site and environment, 
enabling me to go reassure everyone 
involved that we would have great sound 
for those who wanted to hear it and 
minimize volume for those who didn’t. 
Gareth even shared a NoizCalc video which 
made it look clear and simple, leading to no 
objections to the new festival layout.”

http://www.e-techasia.com
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Singapore-based The Show Company (ShowCo)  
supplied the d&b GSL system to ZoukOut, comprising 
GSL8 and GSL12 loudspeakers to form left-right line 
arrays on either side of the main stage, with SL-SUB 
subwoofers on low-end duty. 

“During the festival, we hit 102 dBA at the FOH position, 
and it sounded awesome,” noted Mosley. “And the 
good news is that we had the acoustic experts from our 
independent partner company Electronics & Engineering 
with sound meters in the surrounding areas and we were 
well within the allowed limits.”

Overseeing FoH mixing during the festival was CT from 
ShowCo, while some of the big-name DJs also brought 
their sound engineers. “We had two very successful 
nights with all the acts loving the d&b system – artistes 
Zedd and Armin Van Burin were all very complimentary 
about the sounds at the FOH position, with peaks at 
102dBA -120dBC,” said CT. “The GSL system performed 
extremely well.”

Dan Mosley continued, “It was fantastic to see the 
crowds in front of the d&b GSL system, dancing and en-
joying the party. And it was great to see the visiting Front 
of House guys feeling comfortable and loving the sound, 
giving the thumbs up. I’d like to thank the d&b team in 
Singapore for their support.”

“Having a superior sound system goes hand-in-hand 
when showcasing many of the best DJs in the world,” 
concluded Andrew Li, CEO of Zouk Group. “This year, 
we wanted to level up the experience – visuals, sound, 
activities, food and beverage, and of course the artiste 
programming. The experience is only as strong as the 
weakest link, so they all need to be ironclad.” 

d&b audiotechnik

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.show-company.com/
www.dbaudio.com
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INDIA

Post Malone’s Maiden India Concert 
Boasts a World-class Sound-light-
visual Spectacle
The American rapper had his first concert in India on December 10 at Mahalaxmi Race Course in 
Mumbai and it was everything that the audience dreamt of

“Kya Bolti Mumbai” (colloquial lingo for What’s Up 
Mumbai?) said Post Malone after being ushered into 
interacting with the crowd in hindi, by a 24-year-old 
fan that he invited on-stage to share a few precious 
moments. What proceeded next was an hour-long 
extravaganza of audience sing-alongs and sway-ups as 
the American music sensation rounded-off the night by 
slamming his guitar on the stage, distributing the broken 
pieces of the instrument with his fans in the first row; 
and eventually casting off his T-shirt into the crowd and 
retreating backstage shirtless.

A night that would remain etched in the minds and hearts 
of the audience indeed.

This being Post Malone’s first ever public concert 
in India – the event was hosted in Mumbai’s iconic 
Mahalaxmi Race Course as a part of the Feeding India 
Concert initiative organised by Zomato. The basic idea 
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behind this concert was to raise awareness and create a 
movement towards eliminating hunger and malnutrition 
in India; as BookMyShow’s website explained the 
concept in more detail, stating, ” Zomato Feeding India 
Concert is an awareness concert, with an aim to create 
a community movement towards eradicating hunger 
and malnutrition in India. The concert brings together 
international and national artists, impact makers, 
philanthropists, celebrities and you – the citizens, in 
our collective pursuit to build a hunger-free India. All 
donations pledged during the Zomato Feeding India 
Concert and profits (if any) go towards the cause.”

And the concert was everything you could’ve expected.
 
Earlier in the evening before Malone, Indian musicians 
Jonita Gandhi, KING, KSHMR, and Anuv Jain set the 
tone for the concert. Things went into overdrive though, 
once Malone graced the stage.

Holding in his thrall a buzzing crowd of 25,000+ fans 
that included Bollywood bigwigs and celebrities like 
Mrunal Thakur, Malaika Arora, singer Armaan Malik and 
actor-VJ Anusha Dandekar; Malone sent the crowd into 
a frenzy saying “Let’s party a little bit,” as he proceeded 
to belt out 12 of his hits in an hour-long performance 
that included in some ‘crazy dance moves’ he had been 
practising. 

Post Malone’s set began with a lot of fanfare – namely 
the quite expected and now almost mandatory fireworks 
and confetti extravaganza that pretty much had the 
crowd in a wicked frenzy. This sense of awe and 
wonder, however, was further elevated by the seamless 
confluence of the precisely designed and executed 
sound, light and LED visual reinforcement solutions. 

Sound & Light Professionals (SNL Pro) – one of India’s 
most popular technical solutions providers for mega 
productions – provided the colossal trussing and stellar 
sound architecture for the monumental event; whereas 
Star Dimensions – one of India’s most prolific lighting 
solution provider – was entrusted with bringing together 
the detailed and breath-taking lighting scheme. At the 
same time, Spectrum AV – an affiliate company of Star 
Dimensions specializing in LED screen reinforcement 
and projection technologies – served the event with 
the expansive arrays of LED screens that engulfed the 
stage area and allowed audiences across the length and 
breadth of the venue to enjoy all live action happening 
on stage in real time. 

Starting off with perhaps the most tangible aspect of the 
event - the breath-taking extravaganza of mesmerising 
stage lighting and captivating visuals on the plush LED 
screens that adorned the stage that was guaranteed and 
assured by Star Dimensions and its affiliate company 
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Spectrum AV, involved a myriad of complex stage 
lighting elements and systems that worked in seamless 
unison with the bright and powerful LED infrastructure to 
offer a true visual spectacle.

Spectrum AV deployed an astounding total of 4800 
sq.ft of 3.8p outdoor LED screens that were spread out 
between the main-stage backdrop, stage flanks and 
other key vantage points to ensure perfect visibility and 
a highly detailed larger-than-life view of all the action-
packed on-stage performances that was enjoyed by 
audience members located at even the farthest ends 
of the venue. On the other hand, Star Dimensions went 
‘all-guns-blazing’ with the lighting architecture for the 
event; as the rental company deployed over 300 world-
class lighting elements on-stage which included 62 
units of the Elation FLX 20R hybrid beams, 42 units 
of the Clay Paky X-Frame Sharpies, 44 units of the 
Martin Quantum washes, 40 units of the ROXCYC/TZ 
RGBWA battens, 8 units of the Martin Mac Aura XB 
washes, 40 units of the SDIPL Nova 4 LED Blinders, 
60 units of the Clay Paky Stormy RGBW strobes (15 
Ch), and 4 units of Arena Luci Follow Spot HMI 2500. 
At the same time, the rental company also deployed 6 
units of the Smoke factory with Dmx Fan and 4 units 
of the Smoke Factory Tour Hazer II to offer added 
visual extravagance on-stage. The entire lighting design 
involved accurate, cohesive and seamless control 
over all the various elements (listed above), which was 
facilitated by 2 units of the industry standard grandMA3 
full-format control console. Not only did this allow the 
guest lighting designers unparalleled command over 
every detail and nuance of colours, hues and intensities 
of light that graced the stage; but also afforded a great 
level of dexterity in ensuring that none of the lighting or 
visual elements overpower the oth

Sharing insight on bringing together 
the infrastructure that facilitated the 
visual extravaganza – Jay Mathuria 
of Star Dimensions comments, “As 
a company, we’ve reinforced some of 
the biggest, most technically intricate 
and visually stunning projects to 

have graced Indian soil. And I’m glad to say this concert 
was one of them! What an experience this was – to be 
front and centre, and in the thick of things in bringing 
together arguably one of the biggest blockbuster 

concerts of the year. Our team of specialized engineers 
and technicians have always been the backbone behind 
every successful Star Dimensions event, and this one 
was no different. After countless hours of planning and 
meticulously executing every minute detail of the lighting 
and visual schematic for the show, it was so heartening 
to see the stage come alive so beautifully and leave 
the audience literally awestruck. Watching the lighting 
design harmonize seamlessly with the LED and visuals 
was such a treat. All-in-all, this show was nothing less 
than fantastic, and we feel honoured to have had the 
opportunity to be a part of such an historic event!”

With heaps of praise about the scintillating lighting 
scheme, it must be noted that all of the lighting fixtures 
stayed safely secure in place atop the massive 26m 
x 18m x 14m roof truss which sported 8 pillars (for 
additional secure reinforcement) and 6 subhangs 
measuring 21m each (all with multiple dedicated 
motors); all of which was deployed by Sound & Light 
Professionals.

In tow, Sound & Light Professionals also provided for 
the spectacular sound experience, as they deployed a 
formidable all L-Acoustic loudspeaker solution for the 
event. The team weaved together a bespoke stereo 
hang of 10 + 10 units of the L-Acoustics K1 line array 
modules paired with 3 + 3 units of the K2 line array 
modules, which acted as the primary FOH PA. To further 
enhance the coverage region, a total of 24 units of the 
K2 line array modules were deployed in stereo to act 
as outfills covering the audience located on the sides of 
the stage, with another 12 units of the ARCS II constant 
curvature line sources deployed as frontfills to cover the 
audience located directly in front of the stage. 

Considering the sheer volume of crowd present for the 
event, SNL Pro arranged for an additional 24 units of the 
K2 modules to be deployed as the stereo delay solution 
in order to efficiently cover every last audience member 
located at the farthest end of the venue. A cumulate of 
48 units of the SB28 subwoofers assured impactful 
low-frequency fidelity. The systems engineering team 
meticulously ensured that the FOH, fill systems and 
delay systems were in perfect time-alignment; which is 
what allowed the crowd to enjoy a truly seamless audio 
experience with absolutely no drop-zones anywhere 
across the venue. 
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In terms of the audio technologies on stage - a total 
of 12 units of the X-15 wedges were deployed as the 
primary stage monitoring solution, with an additional 6 + 
6 units of the KARA II paired with 1 + 1 SB28 subwoofer 
deployed as sidefills to provide the performers with a 
more enveloping and well-balanced sound experience.
 
The PA loudspeaker system was powered through 
multiple units of the efficient and super-powerful LA12x 
power amplifiers, with the monitoring solution and 
sidefills being powered by multiple units of the LA8 
amplifiers. Unparalleled loudspeaker management and 
control was achieved through the use of the maverick 
L-Acoustics P1 processors; with two units of the ultra-
smooth AVID S6L 32D E6L Engine consoles deployed 
as the main FOH mixing solutions (+ 2 HDX Cards for 
the headliner act). SNL Pro also deployed a single unit 
of the efficient Vi7000 mixing console from Soundcraft 
by Harman which was utilized as the monitor mix solution 
for all of the opening acts; while also making available 
a unit of the phenomenal DiGiCo Quantum 338 mixing 
console to act as the monitor mix solution for Post 
Malone.

Speaking of Post Malone, SNL Pro made sure that 
the superstar had at his disposal over 8 units of the 
6000 series microphones from Sennheiser; and an 
impressive IEM solution that encompassed 8 units of 
the PSM PD10T transmitters and 16 units of the PSM 
P10R receiver units – both from Shure. At the same 
time, the rental company also made available the Axient 
AD2 wireless mircophones from Shure and multiple G4 
series IEMs from Sennheiser to facilitate high-quality RF 

Sharing his thoughts on the 
mega-success of the concert 
event, Manish Mavani of Sound 
& Light Professionals exclaims, 
“This is another one for us in the 
history books. To have the artists 
including the headliner himself 
congratulate us on delivering a 
flawless high-quality soundscape – 

that’s such a great feeling. As always, our entire team of 
technical wizards at SNL Pro worked tirelessly in putting 
together such an impressive production, and I’d like 
to congratulate our crew members Rohit Poredi, Vishal 
Giradkar, Namdev Bibave, Arvind Kumar, Rajat Kanojia, 
Nishar Siddique, and Smit Kothari for another job well-
done. We take great pride in the precision that we 
deliver, and it’s absolutely a great feeling when you’re an 
integral part of an event like this that culminates as such 
a massive success!”

Photo credits: Zomato Feeding India Concert.

SNL Pro

Spectrum AV

Star Dimensions India

for the other artists as well. The entire RF co-ordination 
was processed through Shure’s Workbench and 
Sennheiser’s Wireless Systems Manager respectively.
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DUBAI

Creative Technology Unleashes the 
Power of Flow at DP World Pavilion
A dramatic physical-digital experience that follows the flow of time, trade, knowledge, ideas, 
innovation and progress is brought to life through clever use of audio, video, lighting, and control 
systems

LIVE

Created for the largest event ever staged in the 
Arab world, Expo 2020 Dubai, and part of its 
legacy District2020 project, DP World Pavilion is an 
extraordinary construction comprising five floors of 
content-led immersive brand experience, with a world-
class VIP floor for guests and government officials. 

Creative Technology Systems Integrations (CT SI) Middle 
East team was awarded the contract for DP World 
Pavilion, with its team working alongside The OpenLab 
creative agency, responsible for designing the Pavilion, 
to supply systems integration of the audio, video, 
lighting, and control systems for this stunning complex.

Based on the concept of 'Making Trade Flow', DP World 
Pavilion's rich content gives a unique insight into the 
world of global trade. Split over five floors, the lower four 
floors are dedicated to the public visitor experience, 
while the fifth floor is used for the DP World Senior 
management to host VIPs and government officials.

The visitor experience starts as they enter the building 
via a four-storey internal escalator, which takes them 
directly to the fourth floor. Here, the Connectivity Gallery 
tells the story of Dubai's rapid transformation from a 
merchant city to an ultra-connected super hub at the 
heart of a new world economy. 
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Here, CT installed a 44,5m2 Unilumin 2.5mm LED 
screen positioned beneath a glass table displaying 
acrylic models of shipping and transport, and a scale 
model of DP World's Box Bay, a new and intelligent 
storage system. The glass landscape table is backed 
by a 50.4m2 Unilumin 2.5mm LED screen, with 15-
inch Litemax displays for a content ribbon on the table 
showing a history of transport and flow of goods by 
DP World. The entire area is driven by disguise pro4x4 
media servers.

"The challenge was the design of the glass screen on 
the table," said Danny Lord, project manager at CTME. 
"Elements such as heat had to be considered, both from 
the LED table and the LED wall, to make sure it wouldn't 
affect the printed acrylic models. Thanks to careful 
planning and coordination with the fit-out contractor and 
model makers, we were able to meet all safety standards 
and ensure the display was kept intact."

As visitors follow the exhibit round, a 10.8m2 curved 
Unilumin LED screen displays the plans for the Virgin 
Hyperloop high-speed transport system. The area 
also includes Lightware video over IP transmitters 
and receivers, Litemax LCD, Iiyama HD 10-point 
touchscreen, and Apple iPads with stands and interface. 
For the audio, CT installed QSC ceiling speakers, 
including subs powered by QSC 8-channel amplifiers.
On the third-floor Mobility Gallery, visitors experience 
how the country controls and guides the flow of trade 

around the world. Offering stunning visuals is a bespoke 
14m wide Unilumin curved LED wall and a 6 x 2 array 
of LG narrow bezel LCDs with a touch screen overlay. 
An interactive 'touch screen' table lets up to six people 
play multiple games at once. Audio is delivered via 
Acouspade ultrasonic speakers mounted above each of 
the six participants, offering highly directional individual 
audio at each position along the table.

In the Opportunity Gallery on the second floor, visitors 
meet the DP World communities whose lives have been 
transformed by the digital revolution. Here, CT has 
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installed multiple LG interactive screens with game-like 
content which use Orbbec depth cameras to capture 
user interactions. Here, Neumann loudspeakers provide 
individual audio content to each user's location.

The Flowlab Gallery on the first floor is an educational 
space for schools and universities that explores next-
generation sustainability. This large space is laid out as 
a game show, with two Epson 15K projectors displaying 
high-resolution content onto the front wall, which is then 
triggered via disguise media servers and QSC Q-Sys. 
A substantial show control integration programme 
connects the custom game content, video playback and 
external input triggers.

At the end of the visitor experience is the central Atrium, 
a visual and audio stunner and a focal point of the 
Pavilion. Four stories high with a spectacular waterfall 
structure, it features an 18m x 10m Unilumin 2.9mm LED 
screen, L-Acoustics Syva audio system, and a range of 
Varilite moving lighting fixtures.

"One of the biggest challenges we encountered in an 
open space like the Atrium was the precision installation 
of LED screen and ensuring the content ran smoothly 
across this giant 8K display," explains Lord. "We spent 
a lot of time testing off-site at our offices in parallel with 
the installation at the Pavilion. This allowed the content 
creators and our technology specialist to test both the 
integration and content performance."

Finally, the VIP area on the fifth floor features Chairman 
Majlis' meeting room and a lounge area. A striking visual 
design is complemented with two large Unilumin 1.5mm 
LED screens, with QSC ceiling speakers and subs for 
audio. The entire AV ecosystem is controlled via the 
show control system. 

"We took the creative team's vision and used cost-
effective technology solutions to bring their ideas to 
life, collaborating with the client, stakeholders and 
creatives every step of the way," said Peter Herring, CT's 
engineering manager. 

''We have a great team and a fantastic relationship with 
our client," agreed Lord. "DP World's tagline is 'Making 
Trade Flow'. The entire Pavilion flows seamlessly from 
the moment you enter, flowing through the floors and 
ending at the beautiful Atrium. The AV flows flawlessly 
throughout, too." 

"Our Journey with DP World did not end at the 
installation," concluded Lee Forde, CTME's general 
manager. "We were also awarded the contract for the 
daily operation of the pavilion. To have been awarded 
this design and build contract by a government body 
was a proud achievement for CTME, especially as this 
was a legacy District2020 project." 

Creative Technology Systems Integrations 
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SPOTLIGHT

ETA SPOTLIGHT is a heart-to-heart with industry professionals from across Asia, as they discuss their foray 
into the business and their journey thus far, while sharing their honest opinions about key aspects like market 
trends, technology, upskilling and more…

My name is Ashish Saksena, and I’ve been a part of the 
music and entertainment industry for over 30 years now. 
I’m a freelance live sound engineer, and also the owner 
and chief sound engineer of Purple Haze Studios – one 
of Mumbai’s most famous recording studios. Within 
the studio, I’ve had the privilege of working on several 
prestigious projects with renowned music directors like 
Shankar-Ehsaan-Loy, Vishal & Shekhar, Louis Banks, 
Salim-Sulaiman, Gulraj Singh etc; while on-field, I’ve 
engineered live concerts for noted celebrity performers 
like Shankar-Ehsaan-Loy, K.K, Ayushmann Khurana etc.

When did you first get involved with the industry?

From 1996 onwards, I did a bit of live sound when Leslie 
and Hariharan started their band called the Colonial 
Cousins. And this chance came my way only because I’d 
recorded their albums in the studio and had grown very 
familiar with the kind of sound that they desired to have 
at the live shows as well. I toured with them for over a 

year, and also did a lot of work with Shaan and Sagarika 
at the time. 2004 turned out to be quite the revolutionary 
year, as that was when Ehsaan & Shankar (of Shankar-
Ehsaan-Loy fame!) asked me to be their personal sound 
engineering for their live gigs. My experience up until 
then, was primarily in doing studio mixing for advertising/
films and quite a lot was for Shankar-Ehsaan-Loy. They 
knew me well since they did most of their work at my 
studio Purple Haze, and so it was a natural progression 
to do live sound for their shows.

What got you interested in getting into the industry?

My mother was a voiceover artist and I used to 
accompany her to her work during my college days. 
And I must say, I was incredibly fascinated with all the 
equipment that I saw at those various studios during the 
time. My dad was a jazz and western classical music 
buff and he knew Louis Banks (legendary jazz musician) 
very well. Having noticed my interest in all things related 
to sound, my dad introduced me to Louis Banks at 4D 
studios. After having me come to the studio for a month 

Brief about yourself. 

ASHISH SAKSENA
INDEPENDENT SOUND ENGINEER 

MUMBAI, INDIA
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to observe and learn, I got a call confirming that I had a 
job with them.

What do you feel about the industry?

After the pandemic, which was a rather dark phase 
for the industry as a whole I believe; I guess what I’ve 
noticed is that we have hit the ground running in more 
ways than one – and that’s absolutely wonderful and 
much needed. This particular event season has been 
extremely busy and my personal guess is that there’s 
only going to be an upward trend for live gigs hereon. As 
far as technological advancements are concerned, we’re 
definitely seeing some great speaker systems come 
out. With the advent of Dante and other audio over IP 
networks; greater flexibility is being achieved.

What is your most memorable experience and why?

My most memorable experience has been mixing a show 
for the Wailers (Bob Marley fame). It was incredible for 
me to be mixing a certified international band - getting 
the perfect mix of sonic clarity and tonal textures was 
such an amazingly cool experience.

What was your worst experience and why?

My worst experience was doing a show ‘somewhere’ 
where the mixing console kept failing every 15 mins. It 
was by far the most stressful and harrowing show I’ve 
ever done.

How exactly has the evolution in technologies 
impacted your line of work?

I come from the analog era; and to be honest, digital 
consoles have deeply impacted my workflow, for the 
better I must admit. The ability to create show files and 
snap shots tailored to the specific events, has helped me 
streamline workflows and enhance my mixing.

What are the products / technologies that are 
absolutely crucial to your workflow?

Thanks to Avid we have been able to introduce plugins 
to live sound too. I am now able to use some of my 
favourite plugins (that I have been using in the studio) in 

mixing live shows. For me that has been amazing – to be 
able to achieve ‘studio-like’ settings on instruments while 
working in the live environment.

Have you noticed any new trends in terms of 
workflow / technologies etc that you feel could 
revolutionize the future for specialists like yourself?

I personally feel that surround sound will be the next 
revolution in live environment. With d&b Audiotechnik 
Soundscape and Acoustics L-ISA leading the way, I 
think that’ll be the next big step. Imagine having live 
performance spaces, concert halls and arenas with 
surround systems - the possibilities for a highly detailed 
and tailored sound experience are endless.

Do you have any Hobbies outside of work and what 
is it?

I am an avid motorcyclist and go on long rides whenever 
time permits.

Highlight any professional training or certificates.

Berkeley Live sound Mixing & Recording. Avid Venue 
Certified Live Sound Operator. etc.

What did you do during the COVID-19 period?

That was quite an interesting time actually. I did a lot of 
workshops on pro audio in association with Sennheiser, 
and also did quite a bit of networking and sessions on 
varied topics with other audio engineers and sound 
rental companies on Instagram, Facebook. Then there 
were also quite a few virtual music events for corporates 
and colleges. All-in-all, the entire pandemic phase was a 
totally different experience – mixing a live band but in a 
studio like environment – extremely unique for me at the 
time. But I must say, I enjoyed it a lot. It was an amazing 
experience to mix in such fine detail, especially when 
compared to mixing on-field with large-scale PAs, where 
nuances get lost in the sheer wattage power.

https://www.facebook.com/ashsaks/
https://www.instagram.com/audiomechanic/?hl=en
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